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Sunny skies brought more than
warm weather to the University of
Maine at Orono campus Monday. The
sun's rays brought the danger of falling
ice as three cars were damaged on the
north sidepf Lord Hall.
About /13frp.m. a block of ice six
inches thick and weighing about 50
pounds slid off the back roof of Lord
Hall and caved in the front hood of a
1982 Mazda GLC. About one hour
afterwards, another block three inches
tkick and weighing about 10 pounds
fell and smashed the windshield of a
1980 Ford Mustang, causing an
estimated $700 worth of damage. (see
photo page four)
The 50 pound chunk of ice was
potentially more disastrous as it
narrowly missed UMO student Chris
Paradis. --
"I had seen a few pieces of ice fall
off the roof coming in to Lord Hall,
and one hit Mark Gagnon's car,
causing a small dent," Paradis said.
"So I ran downstairs to tell Mark.
When we came back npstairs and I
stepped out the door, a big chunk of
ice fell.
"It hit the small roof above the
door, then bounced onto the hood of
the car about three feet away from
me."
The ice caved in the hood about four
inches and did damage to the engine of
the car. The extent of the damage is
not yet known, UMO police said. --
The - owner of the car, Ruth
Doucette, coordinator of off-campus
student employment at UMO, said she
saw a sign posted on the back wall of
Lord Hall which said, "Danger, falling
ice. No parking, pass at your own
risk." She elected to park at the corner
of the building by the covered doorway
because she thought it would be safer
there.
"I knew thee- was a problem up
against the side of the building,"
Doucette said. "But I didn't_know
there would be a prObbnn _by. the
doorway as well."
Gagnon, a UMO student, was less
concerned about the damage to his car.
He said it was a "good sized chunk,"
but he believes he will be able to fix it
himself. (See ICE page 2)
  By Peter Gore 
 
Staff Writer
Today is the final day of campaigning in the
election race for student government president and
vice president.
The tickets of Craig Freshley and Tony Mangione
and Scot Marsters and Todd Ehrlich will have_until
midnight to do any last minute campaigning.
Both sets of candidates said they have been very
pleased with the responses they have been getting
from students.
"People are more than willing to listen to whaLyou
have to say," said Mangione. "We're getting- mire
direct responses from the issues, more so -than \past
years."
"They have-taken the time to listen to us," said
Marsters. "That makes campaigning worthwhile,
listening to what they have to say."
Both_ tickets said this year's voter turnout will be
,rrater than in ,sg.t etections
"I know we'll have a higher voter turnout than in
the past due to new fraternity election rules,"
Freshley said.
"This year is going to be a much bigger turnout,
we hope," Ehrlich said.
The UMO Conduct Board has
charged the Signia Phi Epsilon
members on five counts after last
Sunday's fire call incident, which
resulted in about $900 worth of
damage done on official vehicles.
—Pirect_interference with a staff
member or official of this university in
.the performafice of his or her official
duty.
—Misuse, destruction or defacement
of university property.
—Creating of a fire hazard.
—Tampering with fire and safety
equipment.
The owner of this 1982 Mazda GLC learned the hard way that the lot behind
Lord Hall is not a safe place to park on sunny winter days. (Harms' photo)
Freshley said that during his campaigning, both he
and Mangione have tried to stress the fact that
student government is an organization that has a lot
of responsibilities. /
"We've tried to show and make students aware of
electing an officia' who is aware and can deal with
that responsibilit,y professionally," said Freshley.
Freshley also said he has stressed the importance of
electing a person willing to make a stand on any issue
that may confront him, now or in the future. He said
that he is that person.
Marsters said he has tried to show the students that
he is _working for. beta communication between
student government and the students. Ehrlich agreed
with him on this point, also stressing their experience
and past work.
"The one thing I wanted to get across more than
anything else was that we are going to get student
ard charges
—Other interferences during official
duties.
The maximum sanction for such
violations is house closure. But by
university law, the 34 Sig Ep members
may try to convince the board to judge
the violations as individual acts instead
of as a house activity.
If the crimes are declared as
individual acts, then Sig Ep, now on a
one-year probation period that ends in
June, will be open next fall.
Four Sig Ep members were formally
charged last week for committing
destructive acts during the fire.
Eric Matthies, 22, was charged for
lighting the woodpile on Sig Ep's rear
parking lot. Andrew Perry, 20, was
charged for throwing a brick off the
The UniverSity of Maine at Orono
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since`18 75
governme$ backAo_the students," Marsters
Marsters also said he hopes to bring student ideas
to the administration and work with them to --
everyone's benefit.
Both candidates said it has been a difficult
campaign, one that involved visiting every dorm and
room on campus, and meeting as many students as
possible. But both candidates are confident in
victory.
"Both Tony and I are very confident we will win,
but its been a tougher battle than we thought,"
Freshley said. "We've made every effort and:have
worked- damn-hitra-for duiThing.
Marsters said, "I think it will be a close election,
but we'll come out on top. I think we've done the
best that we can do."
Election day is Feb. 16. All UMO students may -,-
yote in their commons, got .1rich or dinner,
campus and graduate students can vote in Memorial..
Union from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Fraternity members can
vote in their houses at lunch or dinner, and
students can vote in the BCC Union
p.m.
five Sig Ep members
sun roof onto a fire vehicle. William
Mixom, 19, and Daniel Murray, 18,
were charged with throwing ketchup
and urinating on a fire truck,
respectively.
The Sig Ep house met Monday said
David Chamberlain, president of Sig
Ep. "I asked everyone who saC'v the
fire to raise their hand. There were 11
to 15 brothers who saw the fire."
"We had a post-initiation party after
we'd just initiated eight new brothers,"
Chamberlain said. "Moat Of the guys
brought a date. It was a very small
party."
Theta Chi held a party that night
also and it closed at 1 , in
accordance to university liquor rules.
Chamberlain said that many people
-
who were leaving the Theta Chi house
saw the outdoor fire and were attracted
to it. The crowd was dispersing when
Chamberlain arrived he said.
"The brothers at Sig Ep realized the
weather conditions were too dangerous
for a bonfire," said David Fielder,
assistant director for Tfre services.
"A bonfire is really what I would
term a group of people gathered to
watch -it, enjoy it, under supervised
conditions." Fielder said, "but this
was an outside trfe; -unauthorized,
unsupervised. And there were sparks /
blowing at vehicles near the fire. So, /
the police called us (firemen) to nu/
the fire out."
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Serge Makendi of the Congolese National
Liberation spoke Monday. (Walker photo)
• Ice
The. cars owned by Doucette and
Gagnon were both parked within five
feet of the building, and each one was
hit on the side closest to the wall. But
the Mustang, owned by Julie Marquis,
a secretary at Wingate Hall, was
parked about 10 feet from the wall and
the ice hit the car on the end pointed
away from the building.
"I really thought it was safe poked-
this far from_the building' Marquis
said. "I can't believe it clarne_out this
far."
The 10 pound block slid ff the roof
of Lord Hall and struck tie car just
above the windshield on th passenger
Congolese speakes on Zaire
By Nancy Kaplan
Staff Writer
A Congolese eats once every 48 hours. Out of 30
million only 1.2 million are employed. One out of
two children born die before the age of two. This is
Zaire, Africa and U.S.. intervention is making it
harder for the Congolese to gain control of their
economic and political future. . -
The Congo, now known as Zaire, has been fighting
suppression for 300 years, said Serge Mukendi, a
representative from the Congolese National
Liberation Front, who spoke to about 30 people .on_
 Monday. \,--
Mukendi said that United- States support of
imperialist Zaire is suppressing Congolese rights to
self-determination and control Over political and
economic destiny.
The United States he said has had troops in Zaire
since -1977 and have intervened in that country font.
times since 1964.
"We're fighting internal and external enemies,"
Mukendi said, referring to Zaire's President General
Mobutu Sese Seke, "Western Imperialists, France,
Belgium and Germany, and the United States."
-The ifn perialtsts invegt- iWthThëra1Uchas cobalt,
copper, uranium and diamonds and the money-
goes baele-to the countries that invest in the mining.
"We (Congolese) should be able to—eiell OUr
minerals and- feed-our people but -the United Statesia__
in there selling our minerals and keeping the
money," Mukendi said,
(Continued from page 1)
side. The ice dented the roof of the
car, shattered the winds_hield and p
an inch deep dent in the front hood.
Sergeant Mike Zubik of the UMOPD
* said the damage was estimated at S700.
Zubik said, "Lord Hall always had
tremendous landslides of ice. Other
than barracade the parking places, the
best we can -du is put up. the signs. It's
_keg illegal to park there. Lord Hall
and Rogers Hall are the two bad spots
on campus. We put up the signs about
three or four years ago, but we've still
had about six incidents."
Let's get down to business
Vote Tomorrow
rag  
Freshley
Tony
Mangione
Student Government
Elections
The fight against suppression and slavery is being
taken on by the FLNC. The Congolese people
decided to-be- part of the liberation army because -
there is "a reason to live and a price to die" Mukendi
said.
The FLNC has plans to dismantle all foreign__
military bases and to take control of. their political '
and economic welfare any way possible. "We have to
build a future generation. We'll' sacrifice the present--
one for that," Mukendi said. - •
The FLNC, unlike the Mobutu forces, receive no
arms from outside the country. They buy arms tram
members of Mobutu's army who need extra money:
Mukendi said the Congolese ire looking for
friendship and hoped that we would reciprocate.
When asked what persons in Maine could do to
help, Mukendi said they should disseminate the news
of what is happening in Zaire and stop mercevaries
from going over there. "We won'tinvade the United
States_so don't come and invade-us," he said.
Nfulrendi -also said we.are all victims of the same
system. "They (U.S. capitalists) are exploiting the
Congolese to get minerals and they are exploiting you
to buy them."
A member of the Pan African  Congress of Azania-,
Ike Mafole, also spoke with Mukendi.
Mafole, who spoke about South Africa, said
divestment of U.S. funds in South Africa would be a
great step in-their fight for independence.
Mafole wanted _placement _of__ Smith Afriesirt__
students, with fellowships and scholarships, in U.S.
colleges.
• Conduct board (C9Ntinued from page 1)-
"The tire- truck was near the fire,"
he saidinind Mike Morin owner of the
rivate truck that was damaged was
headed toward the fire when people
tried to break into his vehicle. So he
ran back.
"Police were all over the place and it
was pretty confusing at the time. We
had between 40 and 50 people milling
around and grabbing noses ana stun.
being thrown by spectators onto the
fire vehicles," Fielder said.
"We didn't know who did what. All
we knew was there was4,fire at Sig Ep.
40. .1. .1.
We responded to it. All of a sudden
there was a crowd of people throwing
th.ings.
"I don't want to pass judgment. I
wouldn't blame all of Sig Ep for what
happened," Fielder said. "Those
individuals who did the damage should
be blamed, and they should be
punished accordingly.
"But I want to make sure. jiis is
known," Fielder said, "anyone -who--
throws a- brick on a fire truck could
Atave killed somebody if the brick had
hit hitt!, it just happened to hit a fire -
truck."
20th Century Music Ensemble
will be playing Feb 17, 1983
at 8:15pm in Hauck Auditorium
$2.00 Students
$4.00 Gneral Admission
Featuring:
 _Andy,411affe_-
----x
prteàual Pianist and composer
tickets available at Lord Hall
•••• 411.
- 4011
Graduate Students
The GSB is offering grants for the spring
semester for up to '200.00. Applications
should be picked up in the
Graduate Center
The deadline is February 25, 1983
Maine Graduate School The Graduate Center
,Astinslow Hall 114 Estabrooke Hall
,
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By Mike Harman
. Staff -Wr itt.r ,
Statb Rep. John Bott (R-
Orono), has named two UMO
political science majors to be his
gislative assistants during the
lth State Legislature.
'Bott said he chose Steve Ritzi,
a 21-year-old sophomore from
Augusta, and Pete Tirschwell, a
20-year-old junior from New
York City, to assist him "because-
of the great deal of interest they
have displayed in: University
activities in the past" Boft said
legislatiVe-assistarits are not-paid
for their work.
"Basically, what these two will
do is act as liaisons for times I
can't be in Orono due to being
in session or working in
committee in Augusta," Bott
said.
"We sit on one of the largest
think tanks in the state. Now,
there's an agricultural bill
that comes up in Augusta. With
My background political
science and history, I can't be
expected to know the finer
aspects  of  such g_soinigicated
issue. The next best thing to do is
to consult with experts who have
spent their careers studying a
-
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Rep. Bottnarnestwa- • '7 mA
Steve Ritzi and Pete Tirschwell
chosen as liaisons
John Bott (center) with legislative
Ritzi. (Laskey photo)
given-area of research. Since I'm-
in Augusta m- t of Th-e- nTile, it 
willbe valuable to have
somebody who can go to a
professor, ask him-his opinion of -
a legislative document and get....
back to me,with that input so-I;
may act more responsibly as a
legislator," Bott said.
assessed 2 his
responsibilities the same way. "I
consider this district to be one of
the most complex districts in the_
_
assistants Pete Tirschwell (left) anu _ eve
- who ate," he said. "I think
- _ 
----
got the - greatest
concentrations-, of experts in
various fields, ones that can have
important input on a lot of -the
issues being discussed in.
Augusta. 'Tor that reason, there
are going to have to be open lines
of communication between them
and the legislature.
Communications are going to
have to open and must happen
quickly if need be.-
Ritzi said, "I see my role as
somebody that's really accessible
to the majority of the people in
the district - the students. I see
myself as someone most of the
students and faculty can speak to
with relative ease. WeN/e got a
really dynamic type of a society
here where you've got to deal
with the wants and desires a the
faculty as,well as the students.
Both have different needs and
that's what we've got to aim at.
I'll be trying to keep myself as
accesible as possible and will try
to get  things out as ,quickly as 
possible when John needs them."
Bott said he chose Tirschwell
because "eve l though Pete's
from out of 'State, he's from
within this university and he's
worked to make this a better
university. Through actions he's
taken in the past, he's shown a
great deal of interest in terms of
how the university is funded and
he comes up with ideas on his
own. So. I don't care if he's an
out-of-stater or not. I picked
them in terms of commitment to
the university,credentials in terms
of helping and serving other
people, and creative
intelligence," Bott said.
-ar
Classifieds
Apartment
Need person to share house/garaen
with me. South LaGrange. Can share ride
daily. $125.00 plus half utilities.
Immediate. 943-2010.
For Sale
Guitar for sale, Martin D-28 in perfect
condition with case. $750. Call 827-8327.
CANOES AND KAYAKS APPLEL1N t-
30-60 percent off. We Suits by
HARVEY. Cali Steve, 338 York 581-
4515
• Found
A set of GM car keys on a green key.
ring, which has an ad for a New
Hampshire car dealership on it. Owner
may pick the keys up at the police station.
Help Wanted
OVERSEA JOBS- Sumnkr/year
round. Eurdpe, S. Amer., Australia,Asia.
All fields. $500-S1200 monthly. Sightsee-
ing. Free info. Write 1JC Box 52-ME-I
Corona Del Mar, Ca 92625.
SUMMER CAMP __COUNSELORS.
Overnight girls. camp 
__MNewIPLk:s
Adirondack Mcnintains has openings for
counselors-instructors in tennis, water-
front (.WS1, sailing, skiing, small crafts),
athletics, gymnastics, - arts/crafts,
pioneering, musk, photography, drama, —
computer,- R.N., general counselors, in-_
formation available in Placement Office
or write: Andrew Rosen, Point O'Pines
Camp, 221 Harvard Avenue, Swarth- ..—
mOrea..4.19(8H.._ . -
Lost
Light brown and white Miniature
Collie.Wearing a black collar and a white 'T
flea collar, norags. The dog was last seen. _
in the vicinity of the Old Town High
School, Stilwater Ave, Old Town, 10:00
a.m. on Saturday, February 12. If you
find this dog please call 732-4754, 581-
4842 (days), 827-2185 (after 4 p.m.).
Pair Carrera glasses, possibly between
Newman Center-and Library. Please Call
581-4150, Dave.
Pre-School
MONTESSORI PRE-SCHOOL to
open on Stillwater Avenue, Old Town.
Quality Education for Children, ages 2! 1
blears. For information call 233-4975,
• Evenings. Trips
BAHMUDA! BAHAMAH! ,LAHDI-
DALE! DAYTONAH! Fresh Ayuh! (Air)
Blow Bah H•bah Maach Break!! Join the
Pahty! Call Mahk (Mark) 827-8254
Ayuh!
BREAK-A-WAYS: Spring Recess in
Bermuda or Nassau. See Millie Of Perry at
the Memorial Union Information Center
for details.
How to make peace withTolstoy. —
OENERAE Foods
INTERNATiONAI COftCES
If the academic wars -are getting-you-downidedare a cease-fire. Take a break --
with a rich and chocolatey cup of Suisse Mocha:It's just one of five deliciously
different flavors from
General Foods*11T- I
International Coffees.
GENERAL FOODS * INTERNATIONAL COFFEES
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR
Available at: UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
•
• Oenwei Food, Corporation 1981
•
0111.1114. RION,
'1'7/4
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By Tom St. Amand
Staff Writer
A decision by Director of York
Complex Greg Stone forbidding gay
dances in the Ram's Horn resulted
Mondayio_a meeting of __Wilde Stein
officers, Director of Residential Lire
Ross Moriarty and Vice President for
Student Affairs Thomas Aceto.
Wilde Stein spokesman Marty Sabol
said the meeting had been requested to
get a policy decision on the use of the
Ram's Horn for gay functions.
The club held two dances at tht
The Maine Campus. Tuesday, February 15, 1983
g stirs controversy
Ram's Horn last semester after getting
permission from Stone. In January a
third dance was held, but club
members werttold by Stone they could
no longer use the Ram's Horn because
of the "gay stigma" they would create.
Stone said the decision to bar the
--elub's use of the Ram's Horn was
made with economics and his
responsibility to York Complex in
mind.-
-4 He had given permission to use the
building for gay dances but said his
._ understanding was they would be held
just twice a semester. —
This 1980 Ford Mustang's windshield was smashed by falling ice Monday
outside Lord Hall. 1Harman photo)
"They were having them once a
month," Stone said. "What tried for
was to have them space them out."
Stone said the club's frequent use of
the Ram's Horn turned students away.
"It's the stigma that gets created,"
Stone said. "People begin to see it.as a
place where gay people were and
started to say, 'Well I don't want to use
it.'
"That's a space they should use."
Another factor in Stone's decision
was that the club had many off-campus
members who were allowed to use a
building op-campus students paid to
maintain. The club paid no rental fee
when the building was used.
After informing the club of his
decision Stone .offered the use of
another site for dances.
"They weren't interested in the York
Dining Commons which was my
alternate offer," Stone said.
Marty Sabol said the club refused---.-
Stone's offer of the dining commons
because the safety and anqnymity of
the people attending gay-dances had to
be considered.
"We specifically peed - to use the
Ram's Horn," Sabol said. "We have
to deal with harassment.
"Many of the students who come to
the dances are not out and can't risk
the exposure," Sabol said. "All of the
dining commons are out in the open.
Students are gonna find more
opportunities to harass us."
Another Wilde Stein member said
vandalism to gays' cars and "fag-
mashing" have occurred at past
dances.
Sabot said though the club doesn't
have a recorded membership, he knows
most of the gays attending the dances
live on campus.
"Three of our five officers live on-
campus," Sabol said. "There are
students in York Complex who are gay
who come to our dances."
Sabol said the club is willing to pay
for use of the Ram's Horn, but doesn't
think it's necessary because it is a
student organization.
After Stone had denied-use of the
Ram's Horn the club wept to Ross
Moriarty for help and an agreement
was made that allowed one gay dance
per month provided the Ram's Horn
was available_ The building could not
be booked more -than-two months in
advance.
In February the club was denied a
date to use the building and Moriarty
stood behind Stone's decision.
A meeting was called for including '
the club's faculty advisor Professor-of _
Education Stan Freeman.
Sabol quoted Moriarity as saying,
maybe the Wilde Stein Club just •
shouldn't have dances, during, that
meeting.
It was resolved that Freeman and
Moriarty would meet with student
representatives from York Complex to
discuss the situation, and Aceto would
make 1 decision after hearing -blith
sides of the argument.
Sabol said though the club doesn't
have a recorded membership, he knows
most of the gays attending the dances
live on-campus.
Sabot quoted Moriarty as saying,
maybe the Wilde Stein Club ]it
shouldn't have dances, during that
meeting.
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By Paul Cook
Staff Writer
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By Paul Cook
Staff Writer
A lack of , cohesiveness and
communication, caused by the
absence of a department,
has become a subject of concern
for some Natural Resource
Management majors on campus.
The Natural Resource
Management major, a branch of
the College of Life Sciences and
Agriculture, is one of only a
handful, of interdisciplinar
majors at UMO. An
interdisciplinary major lir
department of its o - and --
involves taking courses from Ann McGuire, Natural
different disciplines of studjr:"- ' ''''' Re.source Management major,
The effect is the Natural
Resource Management -major
doesn't have k core of classes atilt
-
consequently, doesn't get to •-
know many people in his major.
Hartley Palleschi, a Natural
Resources Management major
and-student representative to the
LSA advisory committee, said,
"We don't --have- our own
department and without a
department, you don't have the
The Maine Campus. Tuesday, February 15, 1983
Palleschi said, "We are
looking for ideas of things we can
do to change the present setup._
We could possibly offer a courie
such as a freshman seminar for
orientation. purposes. This could
give the incoming ' freshmen in
oig program a g g
background on JeNatural
Resource ,"Management
program."
An r problem with the
r is that some feel it is too
cohesiveness within a major.
One of the problems we have is. 
wecould definitely stand to
commuthelle more. We have so „
many people in our program
coming from different
backgrounds." ---
Palleschrsaid he is looking at
ways to improve the problem and
hopefully bring Natural Resource
Management majors closer
together.
Douglas Gelinas, associate-
dean of LSA, said, '‘The tack of
"a department is both-the strength
and weakness oithe program.  
The strength is that It cuts across
the other departments for classes
this gives a, broadness to it,
but what happens is since it's not
run by just one department, the
students have trouble identifying
a bottle."
Palleschi said, "We are
looking for ideas of things we c•iti
do to change the present set-up.
We could possibly offer a course
-such as a freshman -ieminstr for
orientation purposes. This dbuld
give the incoming freshmen in
our program a general
background on the Natural
Resource -r Management
program."
graduates from the program may
not be well qualified for technical
jobs.
said, "The Natural -Rourcx  
Management major is a very
general major and it is up to the .
student to come up wrth
something. We have a lot of free
electives, so a student can pick a
minor."
McGuire suggested the
possibility of making seniors do a
thesis which might give ideas to
incoming -freshmen of-different
job options.
The natural resource
curriculum is designed to provide
training in the physical and social
aspects of resource use 'with
emphasis placed on the broad
inter-relationship of the resources
--base and the effects resource use
_causes on the quality of the
resources. Some-of the jobs
natural resource management
,,-.1najors land after graduation are
forestry- or agricultural-related
jobs, land use planning jobs or
jobs with the Environmental
Protection Agency.
Natural Resource Management
pjor Karen Woodsum said,
'We have been talking about the
possibility of a senior or
freshman seminaLandjt sounds ,
like ,an excellent idea. It is tough
geirig started on this. All of us
IfreS• • •
•
see it as beih an important issue.
It is really i rtant to include
in this, the sttdents coming
together. We have No decide how
it can be better tailorec( to suit the
needs of the students."
Gelinas said, "We are
on ways to make this sit
bettet and we would welci3rne
suggestions from the stwilents."
eking
tiOn
The recent snows have made grazing difficult for this racehorse in Old
Town. (Tukey photo)
1VEN STRAIGHT AS CAN'T 
  HELP 11: YOU FLUNK TUITION
SPRING_ SPECIAL
Memorial Union
Game Room
BOWLING!
3 strings for
- $1.50
shoes included
Mon thru Fri.•
9am to
•
-
•
-• Today, the,lou. ghest thing about going
to college hiiriding the money to pay for it.
But Army ROTC can help ---two
ways!
'Rim you applytir an Army
ROTC sf holarship.. It ovVelii
books, and supplies, and pays you
up ni$ $ 1,000 cach sZiot war it's--
in effect.-- 
-
But even if yOu're not a
scholarship reci ienr:-
Rar
with financial assis-
taticc ---- up tti$1.
a year for ydu•
last two yc'cars in
,
*program.
hor,more
information,
contact your c
..Prof sot
Military Scieno.
ARMY ROTC..
BE ALLYOU CAN BE
A L :
581-1122
- 1 2
,
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-
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3-7----f,-beneficial for different students are listed. For off-
- campus students, the two would like to establish a
laundromat, an idea which has,Oeen kicked around
for 10 years, but never put into effect.
They would look at the feasibility of purchasing
the refrigerators which theInter-Dormitory Board
currently rents to students. Such action should
decrease the rental costs to on-campus students.
Although neither—ire-frareiriity members, they
would work with fraternities to determine their needs
and to keep costs for activities such as intramural
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A realistic choice
Wednesday once again brings student government
eleZtions to the UMO campus. This year's elections
 
 give us a choice between only-two sets of candidates,
Craig Freshley-Tony Mangione and Scot Marsters-
Todd Ehrlich.
But unlike past years, the issues do not seem to be
as crucial, or as numerous as they have been in the
past. Instead we are forced to decide who will fill the
shoes of this past years more than capable and
efficient administration of Jeff Mills and Jon
Lindsay.
So how does one judge these two candidatealroth
presidential candidates have experience in their
favor, both are very intelligent and articulate. Both
have been involved in a number of extracurricular
activities, but perhaps most importantly, both know
the workings of student government - -
Business," Freshley and Mangione have formulated —7- —
a number of plans to put truth into their Oogan. In
the informative flyers the team has been - - —
 
 distributing, a number of different ideas which are 
However, one set of candidates definitely has more
to offer than the other. One recognizes the different
needs of all different types of students within the
university and has formulated plans to help bridge
these differences.
Craig Freshley and Tony Mangione are the
candidates who are most able to represent the entire
campus community.
Under the campaign slogan of "Let's Get Down to The escort service seems to be merely an emotional
campaign ploy that is likely too expensive for either
the university or Student Government to undertake.
 
 This lack of realism sharply contrasts with the - -
businesslike platform of Freshley and Mangione. 
 Their proposals, perhaps less dramatic and sweepre"
than Marsters' and Ehrlich's, are workable,
affordable and more directly address the day-to-day
issues of the student body. The Maine Campus
therefore heartily endorses the Freshley-Mangione
ticket in Wednesday's election.
a.
Freshley and Mangione would also work in less
concrete areas such as aiding the Tenant's Union in
improving the plight of the growing off-campus
population's increasing demand for apartments and
strengthening ties between the Orono and BCC
campuses.
The merits of the Freshley-Mangione platform
however, should not overshadow those of the
_ _
Marsters-Ehrlich ticket. The two also boast extensive
service to the campus through Student Government
 atid appear equally capable of meeting the positions'
---requirements.
Among other things, Marsters and Ehrlich would
like to extend the library's night and weekend hours
and increase parking areas to decrease the number of
tickets given to students. They also back the ill-fated
"All-Activities Pass" and have initiated what is
perhaps the campaign's most novel proposal--a
night-time escort service for female students.
These proposals, though interesting, simply are
not realistic or workable. The library and parking
ideas, for instance, are entirely subject to the
approval, and funding, of the university
administration. The activities pass is a failed project
from last year, perhaps desirable, but nothing new.
fees to a minimum.
VOTE!
JJi
DAVID R. WALKER
The precipice
My brother once wrote me a letter in
which he described an evening in New
York City, how he walked along 42nd
Street wondering whether anyone could
actually see him. He wrote that he felt
the urge to dart in front of a city bus,
just to see if it might screech to a halt.
He didn't dart in front of the bus.
And- his sense of sill-doubt was not
peculiar to that evening in New York
City. Perhaps the circumstances of the
evening added to my brother's already
shaken sense of self. It'S—ESfY to
lt,imagine a sensation like this \ hen one
=pictures a stranger in the mid of the
chaotic scramble, the myriad lights and
sheer size of the surrounding buildiftigs.
New York City is one extreme alimg-
a continuum of environments. There,i1
stranger must maintain a focused sense -
of purpose or risk an intimidating
sense of confusion. It is, however,
when we're thrust into extreme
situations that we find our- everyday,
often robot-like lives stirred up
enough to see things from a fresh,
sometimes frightening, perspective.
During these times we realize our need
to feel some control, a sense of order in
our lives. When the environment
changes radically, one can feel the
mental furniture shake under —The '
strain.
Indeed, many sense the fine line that
separates order and confusion,
stability and unpredictability—some
might say stagnation and
revitalization. There's what we already
know, and then there's the uncharted
realm, the new stuff that for the most
Dart is left untouched.
Unfortunately, by avoiding change
out of fear, - we suffer also.
--Predictability becomes no more than a
-
•
narcotic that dims -one's exposure_ to .
the bewildering barrage of events in the
world. So it seems that we should seek
a balance between confronting the
unknown and shielding ourselves from
too much change too fast.
The German philosopher Martin
Heidegger wrote of the unique
relationship humans have with their
environment. Heidegger 's starting
point, in fact, was the relationship we
humans have with our world.
Heidegger wrote that we are essentially
defined by this relationship, that it is
nonsense to conceive of being human
in a vacuum. From day one, he wrote,
our very conception of being alive
evoIver-frOrn our everyday experience
with everyday things in our world. The
question, then, is how can we ever
grow beyond -the definitions we find
laid before us2
One might say at this point that our
relationship with the world around us
at, times quite incoheretu.
Sometimes we just don't seem to fit the
'existing mold. At these times,
- confusion often reigns. We desperately
seek our own definitions. When one
suddenly discovers oneself peering over
the precipice into the dark _abyss of
alienation, the sensation is unnerving.
The world becomes a chaotic blur and
we just want to step back in, but don't
know where.
The real challenge for the person
who has peered over the edge—who
has drunk from the waters of chaos—is
to create a personal sense of coherency
where there might very well have been
none.
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The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should
be 300 words or less and include a name and telephone number. -
Anonymous and open letters are welcome, but names will be
withheld from publication only under special circumstances. The
Maine Campus reserves the right "edit letters for length, taste and
libel.
World may stumble
within, sororities
 To theEditort-- — -
This letter is in response to
Barnaby Thomas' letter
(Campus, 2/10/83) regarding
sororities at UMO. It is hard
to understand why anyone
would try to ridicule and insult
something he obviously knows
nothing about. Thomas
clearly has a distorted view of
the sorority system, which is
really not too surprising, given
the popularity of late-night
movies such as "The Initiation
of Sarah" which painted a
frightening and misleading
picture of sororities.
_ 
-
- Is it any wonder then that -
people are "wary and
confused" about sororities?
--Letters like Thomas surelyT-
. - don't help present the truth. 
 
 -Joining a sorority is -Ast
another choice like the many
choices everyone makes. You
can't make a wise decision
about something unless you
know the facts. Many UMO
women don't bother to find
Out what sorotities_rare_All
_
about, therefore, many
women are missing out on an
experience they might enjoy.
gegarding the comment
comparing §orority women to
"Marie Osmond clones" -
never has II statement been
more fake. Sorority women
are everywhere on this
campus. The Plain Jane
down the hall is just as likely
to be a greek as Suzy Sparkle
who looks like what a sorority
woman "should" look like.
Furthermore, some who join
sororities have gone on to
pursue a ctiumber of different
careers: educators, writers,
poets, artists, musicians, etc.
Thomas surely couldn't call
these women "Marie Osmond
ziones.' 
The world might stumble
somehow if there were no
Irrities, but more than oneon college women would
have missed out on some of,
the best times of their lives.
Lisa Engblom
Laurie Coe
Lisa Collins
Debbie VerrilLif—
Alpha Omieron.Pi_
•
Commentary
There is a point beyond fatigue, beyond
tiredness. It is exhaustion.
Exhaustion strikes everyone at one time or
another. It's almost parallel to death: no one
escapes it. For college students, exhaustion isn't
occasional, it's a way of life.
Physically, exhaustion takes its toll on different
people in different ways. Some people walk
around campus in a zombie-like daze. When I'm
tired I get dark circles under my eyes. With my
dark hair and white skin I look like a panda.
The mental effects of exhaustion are even more
fun. For instance:
—I know I'm exhausted when I- walk into a desk
and say "Excuse me" to it.
—I know I'm exhausted when I learn my dinner
tastes just as good coming up as it did going down.
—I know I'm exhausted when English begins to
sound like a foreign language.
—I know I'm exhausted when I want to drop a
class but can't because my financial aid will be
cut.
Hate group extends invitation
To the Editor:
Congratulations arc
definately in order for
Associate Professor of history
Richard Blanke. In his article
(Campus, 2/10/83) supporting
the addition of NROTC  to_the _
UMO-Zurriciilm, he verbally
demonstrates-the old addage;
The best offense is a good
defense. And offensive it was
too.
No doubt the best part of
the article was Blanke's
rebuttal. But ' of the four
points he listed. I don't think
ay of  us will soon forget the
enlightened prose which went
like this: "...those few
students who exhibit the most
serious symptoms of group-
think, blind dogmatism,
Moonie-like suspension of
critical faculties, and the
Inability/Unwillingness-to deal -
with the world as it actually is
turn out to comprise
MPAC an organization with_
which professor_ Allen-is-also 
prominently identified.'
Those who would accuse.
others of confusing
indoctrination with education
should first see if they don't
themselves live in -houses of
glass."
The clever way he has
ignored the logical fallacies
(argumentum ad hominem,
and argumentum ad
circumstantiam, for example)
and just went on blindly
—.4 -t-
Brotfteroodimilds-c
To the Editor:
Another example ,of total
disregard for university
property and personal safety
has been demonstrated by a
group of people. Who was it
that told me brotherhood
builds character and
raving against aIt the left-
wingers he could see, left us of
the, Royal Order of the
-Fraternal Order of -"Hate
Groups, no choice but to
award him with our highest
honor: The Joseph McCarthy
Astigmatic Weenie Roast, held
every year at this tOe in the
Soden, ---------------/
Yes Blanke, Yod 'work here
has not gone u ecognized.
We of the Royal,-'Order of the
Fraternal Order of Hate
groups realize you have the
potential to become one of us.
Lucky guy! - IP-
.
/ Pete Plumer
The Grand Pubah
The Royal Order of the
Fraternal Order of Hate
/ ' 
Groups
_
_
compassion for fellow
humans? Are these people
forced to go to school here?.
Why don't they respect their
right to go to school here?
Such an act occurring
during probation should
surely bring strong
disciplinary action. I will be
BLOOM COUNTY -
AWN POST liPLEN11NE5
BABY. HERE ..
1 ElOrIRMlienftWo
The breaking point
—I know I'm exhausted when I spend an entire
class trying to figure out inconspicuous ways to
sleep. (From field work I've found the best
position is to hold my chin in one hand and tilt my
head downward to give the impression of deep
thought and comprehension.)
—I know I'm exhausted when I have only two
expressions: the "so what" look and the pout.
The "so what" look is for the day-to-day garbage
we all have to slug through. Electricity bills,
grocery shopping and writing commentaries
warrant a "so what" look. The pout is to be used
when all else fails. It usually works better on men.
Exhaustion makes me put feminism on the shelf.
—I know I'm exhausted when I almost wish the
Extra-strength Tylenol is laced with cyanide to put
me out of my misery. (Bad joke, but hey, I'm a
little tired-.)
—I know I'm exhausted when I have difficulty
making tough decisions like should I take five
tablets of No-doz or one hit of speed?
.17t-'5• t
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damned mad if I find a new
addition to my tuition bill next
semester to pay for repairs to
firetrucks. Wouldn't it be
curious if the Sig Ep house
caught fire and no firetrucks
showed up?
Craig Lawler
Bangor
by Recite Breathed
A
GVE51104..
Liz Cash
—1 know' I'm exhausted when I realize I haven't
eaten dinner at home for over a week, my
roommates no longer recognize me and the cat
growls when I walk through the door.
—I know I'm exhausted when I fear I look as bad
as I feel.
One of the hardest things about being exhausted
is facing the onslaught of people who say, "You
look tired. Why don't you get some rest?" If I
could, I would, dammit. It's not as if I like being
in a rotten mood all the time. I wonder if
exhaustion is similar to menopause.
The worst thing about exhaustion is it never
strikes alone. it usually hits about the same time
I'm broke, hungry, have four tests and learn the
phone will be cut off for failure to pay. The hell
with it; I'm going to bed.
Liz Cash is a junior journalism major from
Bridgton, Maine who lost an hour of sleep writing
this.
•
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Women hoopsters down UMass
By Gina Ferazzi
Staff Writer
"It was a tough game that nobody
likes to lose."
Those were the sentiments of UMas&
coach .Mary Ann Dzdarski after her
team was upset 73-71 in an intend
heartthrobbing contest by 'a. °S-
women basketball team.
The Bear's first win against UMass
in two years brings their record to 9-12
and gives—ittern their third- win in
Division I this year.
The 5-18 MinutemenIumped to a 6-0
lead before the Bears could find their
touch. But when they did,-they led the
rest of the way.
_
"That was a gooa.win for us. We
had the poise, the ‘,-,00fidence and the
- patience to hold the close lead," Maine
_ Coach Eilene Fox said.
 
 It was the Bears' day all-around as
V
ft
They showed balance both offensively
and defensively. Lauree Gott was
superb-on -the board grabbing a game
high 20 rebounds.
"For a freshman, she's doing a hell
of a job," For said.
° And while Gott was the defensive
sta.t. center Emily Ellis was providing a
balk of offense. She consistently
displayed good moves inside and hit
clutch foul shots near the game's end
to end up with 21 points.
Cathy Nason and Lisa Cormier also
hit double figures with-18 and 14 points
respectively.
Nason said, "The desire to win was
there and you have to have that. You
can't go down to their level like at
UMF."
Fox added, "The kids really needed
this win. We decided to win all the
games for the rest of the season.
The Bears' biggest win of the year
came in their last Division I contest.
They'll be facing instate competition----
this week with games Tuesday at St.
Joseph's and Friday at Colby.
Sets three records
Leeman shines in loss
By Lisa Reece
Staff Writer
Maine swimmer Whitney—Leeman
= 
- - —pan ipaned three first places n record
time as Boston - University beat the
__NwThers_swe iin_team 95Z24n-Maine's
last home meet of the season.
Whitney Leen&an
Leeman broke pool and school
records, in the 200-yard backstroke
with the time of 2:09.34. In the 400-
yard individual medley she also set the
pool record and nearly broke the
school and New England record held
by former UMO standout Julie
Woodcock. Leeman swam a 59.89 in
the 100-yard backstroke breaking pool,
school and New England records.
'
,
Leeman's first place wins were the
only ones for Maine. Shiela Dembeck
captured third in the 100-yard and 200-
yard backstroke and in the 400-yard
individual medley.
Kathy Sheehan took second in the
and - 100-yard freeStyte- =:event,g.
Cheryl Starkie captured second in the
100 and 200-yard butterfly events and
the 100-yard individual medley.
Dawn Fitzgerald pitched in a
performance capturing in
200- and 500-yard freestyle while
Ruth Kelly placed third in the 500-yard
freestyle and second in the 1,000-yard
freestyle in her best performance of the
year.
Mary Sowa placed second in the 100-
and 200-yard breaststroke
events doing her- best_ time of 2:37.80
in the 200-yani breaststroke. -
Kathy Callahan once again did a fine
job in the 1- and 3-meter dives only to
place second in each event.
Coach Jeff Wren said he was pleased
with the times the swimmers had.
"We had a bunch of best times,
that's what is important," Wren said.
'Wren said his swimmers placed well
but Boston University has a lot of "hot
shots" who took most of the first
places.
"We have steady consistent
improvements, I'm encouraged by how
things are going," he said.
Wren said they had some good
performances especially from
Fitzgerald and Kelly. Fitzgerald broke
her previous times in the 200- and 500-
400-yardyard freestyle and
individual medley.
the
fine
the
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Lisa Cormier hit some clutch jumpers to help Maine Runk out a 73-71 win
against UMass. (Ferazzi photo)
Wrestlers take 3rct-in
By Bob McPhee
Staff Writer
An injury-riddled men's wrestling
team finished third Saturday in the
Northern New England wrestling meet
at Plymouth State in New Hampshire
- behind MIT and the host team.-- - --
Plymouth State is the unofficial
winner pending an appeal by the MIT
coach concerning questionable scoring.
Other teams competing were
 
 -
heavyweight division but
because of a knee injury.
Senior Mike Curry and freshman
Joel Goodman took third places for
Maine. Curry wrestled in the 190-
pound division despite weighing only
175. Senior Tony Goodwin was seeded
second at 142 but dropped out because
of knee injury.
Coach Mark. Harriman was pleased
with the meet, but called the injuries a
disappointment.
_
defaulted
--- Senior captain Arvid Cullenburg continued his
•
winning ways, placing first in the 158-pound division-
and was named the meet's outstanding wresjler.
Norwich, Bowdoin and Keene State.
Senior captain Arvid Cullenburg
continued hi S winning ways, placing
first in the 158-pound division and was
named the meet's outstanding wrestler.
Cullenburg, second in the NNE's last
year, won a decisive victory against Pat
Peters of MIT in the finals, 17-5.
Junior Maynard Pelletier won the
I77-pound division with a lobsided 17-
0 decision over MIT's Mark Myers.
Pelletier is 13-1-1 for the season, when
he picked up three wins Saturday.
Junior Paul Hughes, second two
years ago, made the finals in the
"Some people that failed to place
scored some points. It was a total team
effort," he said.
The Black Bears are home against
the University of New Hampshire
Saturday and the following week they
will be in the New England
Tournament at Boston University.
Cullenburg, 17-1 in individual
matches, will try to become the first
'LIMO wrestler to compete in the
NCAA National Tournament.
. Pelletier, Hughes and sophomore
Tim Hagelin (167, 8-2-1) are also inn
position to place in the New Englands.
By Tom Bur
Staff Writer
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By Tom Burrall
Staff Writer
When the clock stopped Saturday at
Wallace Pool, the final score was not
the difference between the Boston
University Terriers and the Maine
Black Bears.. .0.4 seconds was.
With the score 53-53 and only the
400-yard freestyle relay left, BU's
Craig Mallery, Pat Bunts, Steve Rudis
and Brad Howe took Maine's Steve
Ferenczy, Pete Zeiger, Joby Merrill
and Jay Morissette stroke-for-stroke to
• the wall and touched out the Bears by
0.4 seconds to drop Maine, 60-53.
BU coach Reagh Wetmore and
 
Wing c.oack-Alan_.  Switzer began the _
meet with the same strategy and they
both got what they wanted, except for
the seven points Switzer wouldn't
have minded.
"We had hoped to get to .theilUt
relay even because we knew we
couldn't win it (the meet) before that,"
a smiley Wetmore said. "I told the kids
before the meet we've been in close
ones before and we'd just have to swim-
our best."
Wetmore said BU had had four close
ones like this before the Maine meet.
"That may have been a slight
advantage. We were tired going into
the last relay against Colgate and we
beat them by a hundredth of a
secondii" he said.
Like Wetmore, Switzer wanted to
get trto the last relay and still be
swimming even with the Terriers who
__Iwilsted their record tq.7._TO _
/ After BU opened the meet with a win
in the 400-medley relay, BU's Brad
Howe and Maine's John Giglio battled
in their first of two freestyle distance
Looking for a chance to move in thefast lane?
Then check out Marine Corps Aviation. The training
is superb. The challenges are unique. Your ticket to
fly is your college diploma and your drive to succeed
-
If you've got what it takes, you could be at the
 - --•r"
•
-
events--events that could have been the
most exciting of the year. Swimming
= kick-for-kick and stroke-for-stroke in
the 1000 free, Howe fingertipped
Giglio at the wall by 0.01 seconds in the
first of what Switzer called a "gutsy
performance" by his freshman
swimmer. Maine's Rick DeJardins
placed-third. Giglio qualified for the
1650-free in the Easterns with his time.-
Maine closed -the BU lead to one
with Zeiger and Merrill placing one,
two respectively in the 200-free.
Ferenczy set a pool record in the 50-
free with Morissette placing second to
put Maine on top by six.
BU's Scott Sawyer and Thom
meter to give Maine the lead which was
-to last for the next two events.
In the 200-fly, BU's Gonzala
Sanchez and Pollard placed first and
third respectively to sandwich Maine's
second-place finisher Bruce
Johansson. Ferenczy took his second
first of the day in the 100-free and
learned with-Merissette, who placed
third, to sandwich BU's Craig Malley.
BU took a 40-39 lead after the 200-
back With Bren Howe and Pat Burns
placing one, two respectively •before
Maine's DesJardins. The second
distance freestyle confrontati
between Giglio and Brad Howe started
even from the blocks in the ,500-free
-before Howe splinted the remaining 55
--yards -tcrnudge Gighoagain. Zeiger
placed third.
Wright captured the 3-meter diving
with Mazen placing third to give Maine
a 49-48 edge before BU's Sawyer
captured his second win of the day in
the 200-breast. Captain Jerry Traub
and Johansson placed second and third
respectively to even the score before
_Abe showdown relay.
Switzer was pleased with what he
called a real good season" and was
--especially happy with three—freshmen
"who showed Saturday that they have
the capabilities of placing and doing
well in college competition. DesJardins
has made progress that shows he is
Pollard returnedMe one, twoiminch-ta - 
-going-tobeirreatfine swimmer. Giglio
put BU back on top, 22-21. Maine's is learning-tow to swim the distance
Brian Dolan placed third. ,. events which are difficult events to
Kevin Wright and Rob Mazen placed master and (Sam) Jalet put it together
first and second respectively in the 1- in the 100-and 200-free."
controls of anything from a Cobra to &Harrier to the
hottest thing flying, the F-18 Hornet.
See your Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer
• when he visits your campus or call him, at the number
listed below, today.
I, ybe 
MarineS
one of us:Thef you can be
f
See your Officer Selection Officer "at Wells Commons, Tuesday, Wednesday and ,Tlikirsday February 15, 16, and
17 from 10 AM to 2 PM. Or cal collect 603-668-0830 -
_
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DC/AC/Electronlcs_
Students
Send or UndorslondIng DC and AC Clx.
cults through Anologlios Increase your
conceptual knowledge ot ctrcult ocher,
...earn what is physically (qualitatively)
happening to supplement the largely
Quantitative approach ol your text Writ/en
by o teacher with 18 years experience
It makes circuit action come alive and
clears up misconceptions Detailed ex-
pionations tor self-help'reference 6x9
416pp, pb. publ 1983 Send check or mon-
ey order, 514 95 plus 51 50 tor $hi ping 14
day trial. mOneyback guarantee Ben
Royal PreSS, 19 Highland Ave Randolph,'
Vermont 05060
DUB-AY-A1:40--,AMIkk
PARTS INAPAr
Mill St. Downtown
Orono 866-5523
Come see us for
all your car
care needs
SENIORS =
It's time!! 
•
-Pirilurnena Baker- of ,Baker'
Studios in Hampden will be on
campus February /1st-March 5th
to photograph  Seniors før the 
1983 PRISM Yearbook, This is
offered to you al NO CHARGE1
You will receive approximately 6-
to _one_lor_the_yearbottirAilfspreas_inust_be_vetufrm which -serlIelecyct
to Baker Studios. Sign up for an appointment in the_ -
Senior Skulls room,. 3rd floor of the Union. You -
must select a day and time before you can be
photographed. Remember, you are s under no
Obligation. Don't miss out, sign up today!
• -01.1.1•0•
•••
OFF CAMPUS BOARD
ELECTIONS FOIti=
PRESIDENT
--
-VICE PRESIDENT
FEB. 16
Look for tables on the second
floor of the Memorial Union.
("Thire are aTO--3 offe-ainirious senate
seats to be filled)
(NM trounces women
Aan England (showa-ht-action .
earlier this season) finished
second in the 1,000 meters
Sunday. (Morris photo)
  
Clint* Mortis
Staff Writer
The womens track team traveled to '
the -University of Vermont with an
injury plagued team and, according to
,coach Jim Ballinger's predictiOn,'were
soundly defeated, 78-44.
Ballinger quickly noted however,
"All the women who competed did
welt." Re added, "I an - very pleased
with the team performance. I am
hoping this top 'competition we had
this weekend will help us the next few
weeks." •
Rona Granholm started the scoring
for the Black Bears as she., grabbed a
third in the long jump with a leap of
15-51/2. Ballinger was qiiife' pleased by _
her effort as he said 3vith_a hint-of
jubilation, "she is infprovinga-lot..She
had some longer jumps buti-slightly
fouled.' --
Barb Lukacs then nut three more
CO-OP worker needed:
To work distribution Thursdays
3-6:00 (more hours available)
CO-OP meribers preferred.
Welcoming workstudy &
non workstudy students
Applications taken at OCB office
3rd floor Memorial Union
Our Lady of Wisdom Parish
Newman Center
74 College Ave
. • The Catholic Parish on Campus
Ash Wednesday Liturgies
700 a.m. at the Newman-Center,
4:30p.m. at the Newman Ciaiter..4._,,.
7:00 p.m. luthe Newman-Center
I2:10- p.m.- at- the Nolth/Soil-9i -
Lown-Room in the Memorial Union
come and celebrate with us
points on the board as she threw the
shot put over 40 feet for the first time'
this year with a heave of 41-21/4 which
placed her second behind UVM's
Katrina Guerkink. "She's finally
throwing near her potential," Ballinger
said, .
After UMO's short relay squad
broke the tape in 1:26.4 the milers toed -
the line anticipating the start of the
metric-mile; 1500 meters. UMaine
track captain Jo-Ann Choiniere was a
threat to add another victory to the
Bears seorinv but it -was-not to be.
•Choiniere pulled a muscle midway
through the race, which was not
diagnosed till after the meet, and
finished-second in4:44.6.
The 4400 ,tneters followed with
Maine's 4arah O'Neil joining star
teammate Lisa Clemente for the initial 
time this season. UV-M's Melissa _
Moran took Maine's duet through the
first 200 in :28.9 as Clemente got off to
-a-  slow start and lurked in their_
Vows: Position did not changeany
as ,they 4headed alto the homestretch.
O'Neil was charging on the outside
while Clemente was sneaking up on the
inside. It was-st photo finish as all three
leaned for the tape. Ballinger revealed
the outcome as he said, "A few more
yards and Sarah and Lisa would- have
passed het." O'Neil fin shed a Scant
two-tenths in front of Clemente in -
60.-27
Black Bear Maria Turmel ran a heart
.stopper in thy 64X) also' Winning a.
distant second for most of the race it
looked as if Vermont would win
another race. Then came the gun lap.
Cheryl Hurtubise of Vermont started
"tieing up", as Ballinger described it,
and Turmel outkicked her in a time of
1:32.3.
Half-miler Stacy _Cain was -UMO's
third winner as she coasted4o-a-2+24.2
victory. Cain declared,- "1 went out too
slow", but her time still pleased the
-watt. Balliie1 said, "Slim is iulillilig 
The final two victories for Maine  
were in 'the 3000 meters and the mile --
relay. In the former, Choiniere, injury
and all, led teammate Rose Prest to a
1-2 finiah in 10:11.9. In the latter Heidi
Matheiu joined Cain, Clemente, and
O'Neil to an easy victory in 4:12.
—Other scorers .for Maine were Ann --
England who ran a Wong race to claim
the silver in the I,000-yard in 2:48.9,
Dot Foley' in the 200, and Donna
Unhao in the dash, both of whom
placed third.
ESTABROOKE RESIDENT
ASSISTANTS FOR 83-84
- APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
Applications for Resident Assistant
positions in Estabrooke Hall for the 1983-
84 academic year areavailable in the York
Complex Office. Graduate students 'and
undergraduate students, who have lived in
Estabrooke for two semesters, _ are
eligible. All applications must be
returned to the Residential Life Office in
Estabrooke Hall by March 1, 1983 - 4:30
p.m. Incomplete applications will not be
processed.
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"It's a miracle we even got the meet
in," men's track Coach Ed Styrna said
after 18 inches .of snow in Southern
Connecticut narrowed the field from
20 to eight teams in the Eastern's track
and field championships.
The snow burried the team busand
the members of the team had to help
shovel and push the bus out before
they finally made it to the. track and
placed seventh overall.
The final score was: Southern
Connecticut Tli, Lowell 105, UMass
68. UNH 66. Vermont 62, Providence
49, Maine 34 and-Bentley 30.
Styrna said he was not overly
disappointed about his squad's low
finish. He said- the--teams that did
compete irrthe tneel were the be pt.
the -originalFy--alteduted learns and ifs
squad lacked The depth to compete
evenly in such a large field.
The Bears failed to score in such key
events as the 440 and mile, and a' false
start kept Kevin Tarr from his chance
of repeating as the sprint champion,
but Styrna cited several -performances
worth noting. .- -
Maine's two-mile ray team  of Jeff
Celia; Chuck Morris, Steve Ridley and
Ken Lerourneau finished a strong
second in 7:51.4 and qualified for the
New England meet. ',High jumper
Robert Kopack, a freshman from
South Portland, leaped 6-7 - three
inches better than his previous best this
year - and finished third, qualifying
him for the NewEnglaird _
Kopack was followed cloakty by lack
Leone, who shook off a knee injury
and leaped his personal best of 6-5.
Other scorers for Maine included:
Jeff Shain in the shot put, Sid
Hazelton in the triple jump, Chat*
004_ Gerry Clapper in
the two-mile and_h4ark Stillings in the -
880.
Nat weekend the trackmen travel tq
Vermont.
ALL MAINE WOMEN
NOMINATIONS DUE
Time is running out for getting those
AMW nominations. in. Takellie time to
recognize those junior women who have
served the campus and community to
their upmost. Nominations are due on
Feb. 25 and should be sent to:
laneVIDonnell
7-a•
o-Admissions Office
MG
Orono, Me. 04469
P.O. Box-15B'
Stillwatei,Nie.
04489
-
ilags '
Perhaps it is time for you to invest in an attractive Main Street, Orono
property to enhance your financial future. This eye appealing property
provides 5 well arranged apartments, convenient to downtown Orono and
UMO, on the local bus line and plenty of top parking for tenants. Asking
$80,000.
Eves/wknds: Beverly Antonitis 866-2376, Helen Buzzell 827-3433, John
DeGaribocly 8V-3619, Rose French 1-943-2688, Paula Page 827-5479,
Louis Soule 866-4060.
BRADFORD
ORONO 866-5571
toll free 1-800-452-8783, Ext. F664
out of state 1-800-341-8720, Ext. F664
4
•
Where Does
UMO
Get their
Semi- Formal marcele Kimble
Wear?
',of)* Sharp--04-- Your
  Semi-Formal
Wedd,ng and Formal ante • Sales and rentals
827-7651
University Mall Shopping Center • Orono, Maine 04473
We've got the styles and we've got the price.
Free shoe rental with Tux
Gowns $10 off
GRADUATING SOON?
You're Needed
Over the
World.
Asti Peace Corps volunteers why their ingenuity and flexibility
are as vital as their degrees. They'll tell you they ore helping
the world's poorest peoples attain self sufficiency in the arec.s
of food production, energy conservation, educorion,- -etonomic
development and health services. And they'll-tell you about
the rewords of hands on career experience overseas. They'll
tell you it's the toughest job you'll ever love.
PEACE CORPS
J_See Roger Cooper, Peace Corps Represen-
tative, Winslow Hall #205, UMO, 581-3209.
CALL FOR INFORMATION NOW. POSITIONS WITH
SUMMER TRAINING DATES ARE STILL AVAILABLE,
BUT FILLING FAST.
  SANDWICHES
ICE CREAM DESERTS -
FRUIT MILK —
HOT & COLD DRINKS CANDY
ASSORTED SNACKS
DOLLAR BILL CHANGERS
CANTEEN
COMPLETE FOOD & VENDING SERVICE
 -
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WE'RE INTERESTED IN YOU!
SSGT KEN SEVERANCE 
CALL ToDAY: Z074-942-54 1 1 
